Individual differences in distance perception
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Distance perception is among the most pervasive mental phenomena and the oldest research topics in behavioural science. However, we do not understand well the most pervasive finding of distance perception research, that of large individual differences. There are large individual differences in acrophobia (fear of heights), which we commonly assume consists of an abnormal fear of stimuli perceived normally. Evolved navigation theory (ENT) instead suggests that acrophobia consists of a more normal fear of stimuli perceived abnormally. ENT suggests that distance perception individual differences produce major components of acrophobia. Acrophobia tested over a broad range in the present study predicted large individual differences in distance estimation of surfaces that could produce falls. This feature of heights correlated positively with distance estimates of a vertical surface—even among non-acrophobic individuals at no risk of falling and without knowledge of being tested for acrophobia. Acrophobia score predicted magnitude of the descent illusion, which is thought to reflect the risk of falling. These data hold important implications in environmental navigation, clinical aetiology and the evolution of visual systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Distance perception is an indispensable component of most animal interaction with the environment. It occurs constantly during most human activity, making it one of the most ubiquitous cognitive processes known. Research on distance perception is extensive and predates the late nineteenth century founding of empirical psychological science (Fick 1851, cited in Finger & Spelt 1947; Oppel 1854, cited in Hicks & Rivers 1906). A pervasive, but often unacknowledged, finding in this literature is large individual differences (Norman et al. 2005).

Attempts to explain these individual differences have relied on numerous independent proximal explanations, such as gender (Walters 1942), age (Brosvic et al. 2002) and target location (Loomis et al. 1996). Such attempts leave us without understanding the cause and context in which to place one of the oldest researched and most common mental phenomena.

Acrophobia, or the extent to which individuals fear heights, may illuminate the origin of individual differences in distance perception. Clinically acrophobic individuals appear to experience pronounced fear from viewing the same heights that non-acrophobics perceive with little fear. Researchers and clinicians consider acrophobia as an exaggerated fear or response to viewing heights that are perceived normally (Menzies & Clarke 1995; Fredrikson et al. 1996; Davey et al. 1997). The present Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (4th edn. text revision, American Psychiatric Association 2000) describes the fear in acrophobia as ‘excessive or unreasonable’ (p. 449) and says of all such specific phobias that ‘The essential feature of Specific Phobia is marked and persistent fear of clearly discernible, circumscribed objects or situations’ (p. 443). Scientists, practitioners and laypeople tend to assume that acrophobia results from an abnormal reaction to a stimulus perceived normally.

Evolved navigation theory, however, suggests that acrophobia may result from a more normal reaction to a stimulus perceived abnormally. Evolved navigation theory (Jackson 2005; Jackson & Cormack 2007), or ENT, is a research approach that focuses on how navigational costs over evolutionary time may have shaped perception and navigation. A basic logic used by ENT is that fitness costs over time can shape biological systems to decrease those costs. This derives directly from evolution by natural selection (Darwin 1858, 1859; Wallace 1858).

ENT specifically proposes that distance perception is a primary mechanism for relaying fitness costs over evolutionary time into differential navigation decisions. A key prediction under ENT is that observers may overestimate the distance of navigationally costly surfaces. Organisms tend to pursue the nearer of equivalent navigational goals (Somervill & Somervill 1977) and so distance overestimation decreases the likelihood of navigating a surface. Selection over evolutionary time could thus result in distance overestimation of navigationally costly surfaces, and preliminary data support this claim (Jackson & Cormack 2007, 2008).

This logic derives from evolution by natural selection. However, this approach could be framed as an application of error management and signal detection. The principle of error management describes signal detection by describing how the differential costs of different errors shape decision-making processes under uncertainty and risk (Green & Swets 1966; Haselton & Buss 2000; Nesse 2005). Systematically committing the least costly errors across multiple signal detection tasks lowers fitness costs in a variety of domains. ENT is an implementation of error management (anonymous reviewer 2008, personal communication) and signal detection in the domain of...
navigation. Furthermore, it specifies distance perception as an important mechanism on which selection has acted in the evolution of navigational systems.

ENT provides an alternative to isolated proximal factors for distance estimation individual differences, such as age and gender. This approach suggests that such individual differences reflect differential navigation costs across individuals in the environments in which humans evolved. ENT provides a framework for predicting individual differences in distance perception across environments. Specific to acrophobia, falling probably posed a prominent cost of navigation over human evolution (Jackson & Cormack 2007). Differential perception of falling risks should thus correspond with distance estimation individual differences for surfaces with falling costs. This research approach makes three key predictions.

(a) **Prediction 1**
Greater fear of heights should correspond with greater amounts of overestimation while standing at the top of a height. If distance overestimation reflects falling risks, then increased overestimation of falling risks should generate increased distance overestimation. This prediction alone, however, would not suggest that overestimation of heights produces greater fear, since participants standing at the top of a height would be more fearful, and the fear could produce greater height estimates.

(b) **Prediction 2**
Greater fear of heights should correspond with greater amounts of overestimation even when the observer is at no immediate risk of falling, such as while standing on the ground at the bottom of a height. Vertical surfaces, even when viewed from below on safe ground, still pose falling costs if navigated. Thus, from ENT it is predicted that greater fear of heights would correspond with greater overestimation of a height even without immediate risk of falling. Support for this prediction would suggest that either height fear produces increased distance estimates or that both are caused by a third factor, such as the falling costs posed by the surface estimated.

(c) **Prediction 3**
Greater fear of heights should correspond with greater degree of the descent illusion. The descent illusion (Jackson & Cormack 2007) is the phenomenon wherein observers overestimate heights more from above than below. The descent illusion is thought to reflect the greater likelihood and severity of falling while descending than while ascending. If this illusion reflects falling costs, then observers who most overestimate falling costs should also experience this illusion at the highest magnitudes.

### 2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) **Fear of heights**
Forty-three adults volunteered to participate in this study in order to fulfil course requirements. Participants were selected from a larger population based on breadth in height fear. Potential participants completed a composite pre-screening questionnaire from two weeks to three months before participation in the present study and without knowing which pre-screening items corresponded to the present study. The pre-screening questionnaire required roughly 45 min
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and contained items for the present research, as well as items from several entirely unrelated studies. Responses from one additional participant were not analysed because he was unable to understand basic instructions clearly.

The pre-screening items of interest consisted of the 20-item acrophobia questionnaire, or AQ (Cohen 1977). The AQ is the most widely used assessment for fear of heights and consists of 20 seven-point Likert-scaled items. Each item features a height situation, such as ‘walking over a sidewalk grating’, where participants are asked to rate their anxiety in response to the situation.

The AQ measures fear of heights continuously over a range from 0 to 120. Average scores among individuals without a pronounced fear of heights commonly fall below 30, while average scores among acrophobic populations commonly fall above 50 or 60 (Menzies et al. 1998; Menzies & Parker 2001). Participants were selected from a broad range of AQ scores extending from below the average non-acrophobic score to above a high score among acrophobics (range from 2 to 82, $M=36$, s.d. = 17).

Baker et al. (1973) previously demonstrated the test–retest reliability, internal consistency and convergent validity of the AQ (cited in Menzies & Clarke 1995; Menzies & Parker 2001). The present sample had a high test–retest reliability ($r_{xx}(41)=0.781$, $p<0.001$) with a mean retest interval of six points.

(b) **Procedure**
After pre-screening selection, participants met a research assistant on campus and walked to a vertical outdoor surface. Participants estimated the height of the surface while standing at its bottom and top. Both positions were open to the sky and the direction of estimation extended away from the vertical surface across cement or asphalt in both positions. Estimate order was also randomized, with roughly half of participants starting with the estimate from the top and half starting with the estimate from the bottom.

Participants estimated vertical height by adjusting a horizontal distance to look equal to the vertical height (14.39 m). This distance matching method of adjustment is probably the most widely used method of realistic outdoor distance estimation (Chapanis & Mankin 1967; Higashiyama 1996; Yang et al. 1999; Jackson & Cormack 2007). Participants stood next to the vertical surface and directed a research assistant to walk away until the distance from the research assistant to the vertical surface looked equal to the height of the vertical surface (figure 1). Participants used hand signals and could make as many adjustments, and take
The term effect of equal or greater magnitude (Killeen 2005) and Proc. R. Soc. B (exact same surface as nearly twice its actual height. surface, but a person with high height fear will perceive the fear will slightly overestimate the height of a large vertical the height and AQ score predicted degree of descent illusion. These data suggest that a person with no height fear will slightly overestimate the height of a large vertical surface, but a person with high height fear will perceive the exact same surface as nearly twice its actual height.

as much time, as desired. The research assistant then precisely measured the distance estimated.

3. RESULTS
Data support the three experimental predictions derived from ENT. High AQ scores corresponded with the greatest distance estimates at both the top and bottom of the height and AQ score predicted degree of descent illusion. These data suggest that a person with no height fear will slightly overestimate the height of a large vertical surface, but a person with high height fear will perceive the exact same surface as nearly twice its actual height.

(a) Results: predictions 1 and 2
Greater fear of heights corresponded with greater amounts of overestimation while standing at both the top and bottom of the height (figures 2 and 3). AQ score correlated positively with estimates at the top (\(r(41) = 0.404, p_{\text{rep}} = 0.97\)) and the bottom (\(r(41) = 0.227, p_{\text{rep}} = 0.87\)). The term \(p_{\text{rep}}\) indicates the probability of replicating an effect of equal or greater magnitude (Killeen 2005) and these values suggest a high probability of finding correlations as large as, or larger than, those observed here among most human observers.

This observed effect of height fear on distance estimates was large. Participants with the highest five AQ scores (\(M = 68\)) estimated an average of 3 m (21%) more at the bottom and 12 m (86%) more at the top of the 14 m height than those with the lowest five AQ scores (\(M = 8\)). This estimate difference between low acrophobia individuals and high acrophobia individuals was roughly equal to the height of a bus or a basketball hoop, while standing at the bottom of the height. The estimate difference between low acrophobia individuals and high acrophobia individuals while standing on top of the height was nearly the same length as the actual height, which was a five-storey building. This is a large effect in experimental settings and in everyday visual perception in the real world.

(b) Results: prediction 3
Greater fear of heights corresponded with greater degree of the descent illusion. The magnitude of the descent illusion correlated positively with AQ scores (\(r(41) = 0.334, p_{\text{rep}} > 0.94\); figure 4). Average estimate of the 14.39 m height while standing at the bottom was 24.67 m ± 1.63 and while standing at the top was 30.98 m ± 2.51 (with 95% confidence intervals). Participants in general over-estimated height from both the top and bottom, but did so to a greater degree from the top (\(r(42) = 6.526, p_{\text{rep}} > 0.99\)) and this effect increased with AQ score. Greater degree of acrophobia corresponded with larger magnitudes of an illusion thought to have evolved in response to falling. This is an important individual difference.

(c) Additional results
High scorers on the AQ estimated greater distance at both the top and bottom of the height than did low AQ scorers,
regardless of order. However, participants starting at the top of the height estimated greater distances, on average, at the top (32 m) and bottom (26 m) than did participants who started at the bottom of the height (30 m at the top and 23 m at the bottom). Nonetheless, Bonferroni-corrected independent samples *t*-tests suggest that estimate order (i.e. starting at top or bottom) failed to significantly alter distance estimates or difference scores between the two estimates (the largest of which: \( r(41) = 1.918, p=0.186 \)). Participants who overestimated height most at the top were also those who overestimated height most at the bottom, with a high correlation between the two distance estimates (\( r(41) = 0.709, p_{	ext{rep}}>0.99 \)).

**4. DISCUSSION**

Participants overestimated the height of a vertical surface to the degree that they feared heights, whether or not they were standing on top of the vertical surface. Greater overestimation while standing on top of a height does not alone suggest that abnormal perception produces greater fear, because fear in response to standing at a height could produce overestimates. However, participants at the bottom of the height were in no danger of falling (some of whom also had nearly no fear of heights). This suggests that abnormal distance perception may produce fear more than fear produces abnormal distance perception, or that both are the result of the perceived falling costs of navigating a surface.

Acrophobia treatment might therefore benefit as much from training distance estimation as it does from training fear and anxiety management. Distance estimation itself may serve as an index of acrophobia and, thus, a continuous metric for measuring acrophobia and treatment efficacy. This suggests that some acrophobia assessment and treatment could occur without the risk of falling and without demand characteristics apparent to patients. Exposure to a high anxiety-provoking environment may not always be necessary in order to gauge extent of acrophobia or efficacy of treatment, in lieu of height estimates while positioned safely on the ground below. This method of indirect assessment further applies to occupations where height estimates are important, such as piloting or construction, by administering the AQ in order to anticipate distance estimation accuracy and error on the job. Distance estimates and fear of heights can be measured independently, but the present research suggests that they may derive from dependent underlying factors.
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**5. CONCLUSION**

This research explains some of the large individual differences in distance estimation, which have been
a pervasive, but poorly understood, finding of one of the earliest and the most prolific areas in behavioural science. This research is important due to the ubiquity of distance perception in visual systems. Because navigation is prerequisite to nearly all animal behaviour, navigational costs implicitly precede the costs of most other behaviours. This makes navigational costs a powerful selective force in behavioural evolution across domains. Understanding these individual differences thus helps us understand some of the most basic differences within and between humans and other animal species.
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ENDNOTE

1Recent work by Teachman et al. (2008), published while the present paper was under review, suggests that fear of heights determines distance perception; however, this work did not test the hypothesis that distance perception could produce fear of heights.
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